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Cloud-Smart Approach in a Multi-Cloud World

- Accelerate App Delivery
- Modernize Cloud Infrastructure
- Deliver Autonomous Workspaces
- Enable the Software-Defined Edge
- Accelerate AI Innovation

VMware Cross-Cloud Services

- VMware Tanzu
- VMware Aria
- VMware Cloud
- VMware Anywhere Workspace
- VMware Edge Compute Stack
- Private AI Foundation
Enable the Software-Defined Edge
Right-Size Infrastructure
Programmable
Zero Touch

INTRODUCING VMware Edge Compute Stack
VMware’s role in the energy transition

A page from our Telco experience

Figure 1: Sample Grid/DER Use Case.
“The VMware Digital Forensics Secure Landing Zone can be accessed securely from anywhere enabling officers to capture data and transfer securely whilst still in the field”
Digital Forensics

Outcome Based Approach – Digital Forensic Extraction

- Victim’s phone is obtained for data extraction
- Police officer performs data extraction on-site
- Police officer starts experiencing technical issues
- Data extraction is completed in the space of a few hours
- IT/DF Team remotely supports the police officer to troubleshoot the technical issue
- Data analysts have a quick and secure access to all the apps and virtual desktops they require for analysis, through a single app
- Phone is returned to the victim the same day, on-site
- Justice is brought for the victim in acceptable timescale

Important milestones:

- Police officers/nurses arrive at the victim’s home
- Victim’s phone is obtained for data extraction
- Police officer performs data extraction on-site
- Police officer starts experiencing technical issues
- Data extraction is completed in the space of a few hours
- Phone is returned to the victim the same day, on-site
- Justice is brought for the victim in acceptable timescale
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